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WHAT IF AFRICA'S PROBLEMS HAVE NOTHING TO DO WITH CORRUPTION, BAD
LEADERSHIP, CONFLICTS, NON-INDUSTRIALIZATION - EVERYTHING WE'VE BELIEVING
UNTIL NOW?..Join me as I explore 7 key questions, in an attempt to uncover:Why Africa has
vast natural resources, yet is still economically dependent? Why our continent has had the most
conflicts even though we hardly manufacture arms? Why Africa boasts of vast fertile lands, yet
with high deaths from famine and malnutrition? Why our continent is devilishly plagued with
corruption, albeit with enough for us all? What if you least imagined what you are about to
discover in this book?************************************************************************************
**************************************......African Colonization; colonized; Democracy in Africa;
Violence Conflicts in Africa; African Genocide; Africa and Europe; African Diaspora; Africa brain
Drain; recolonizing Africa; why is Africa Poor; why is Africa in debt; Africa the Dark continent;
African Slave Trade; Slavery in Africa; Africa looting; African Map; Aid in Africa; Scramble for
Africa; Post-colonial Africa; Geography of Africa; African dance; History of Africa; Ebola; Pan-
Africanism; Africa Food Security; Africa Livelihoods; Poverty in Africa; John Reader; Adam
Hochschild; Howard French; Maria Grosz-Ngaté; John H. Hanson; Tom Burgis; Chinua Achebe;
Desmond Tutu; Nelson Mandela; Michael Walsh; Ernesto Che Guevara; Peter Godwin; Richard
Cockett; Michela Wrong; Basil Davidson; Mitchell Zuckoff; Joshua Hammer; Martin Meredith;
Henry M. Stanley; Anthony Sampson; Mark Mathabane ; Martin Dugard ; Alan Huffman; Adam D. 
Roberts; Steve Kemper; Ernest Hemingway; Tippi Degre; Ronald Wheatley; Candice Millard;
Barack Obama; Aidan Hartley; Wangari Maathai; Dambisa Moyo; Wole Soyinka; Kuki Gallmann;
Kevin Richardson; James Riley; Colin D. Heaton; Jeffrey Whittam; Lara Blunte; Karen Blixen;
Linda Sue Park; ; Wildlife of East Africa; Kilimanjaro diaries; King Leopold's Ghost; Long Walk to
Freedom; Into Africa: The Epic Adventures of Stanley and Livingstone; Africa: A Biography of the
Continent; China's Second Continent; The Fate of Africa; Africa: Altered States; Ordinary
Miracles; Kaffir Boy; The Bright Continent; The Last Resort; Precolonial Black Africa; Out of
Africa; Egyptian Mythology; Green Hills of Africa; Tippi: My Book of Africa; A Song of Africa:
Boko Haram ; How Europe Underdeveloped Africa; How Long Will South Africa Survive; Africa
Rising; Into the Cannibal's Pot; Why Sell Tacos in Africa?; Dead Aid: Why Aid Is Not Working ;
DFID; USAID; UNHCR; The Healing Wisdom of Africa; I Dreamed of Africa; Mukiwa: A White
Boy in Africa; Part of the Pride; Sufferings in Africa ; The Star of Africa; Africa Is Not A Country;
Sons of Africa; A Good Man in Africa; Modern Classics; A Long Walk to Water ; Kwame
Nkrumah ; Robert Mugabe ; Julius Nyerere; Patrice lumumba; Martin Luther King; Thabo Mbeki;
Kofi Annan ; Muhammad Ali; Steve Biko; Muammar Gaddafi; Winnie Mandela; Shaka Zulu; W. E.
B. Du Bois; Haile Selassie; Thomas Sankara; Kenneth Kaunda; Gamal Abdel Nasser; Ahmed
Sekou Toure ; Sam Nujoma ; Yaa Asantewaa ; Amilcar Cabral; Dedan Kimathi; Fela Anikulapo-
Kuti ; Ken Saro Wiwa; Samora Machel; Jomo Kenyatta; Abdoulaye Wade ; Yoweri Museveni;
Nnamdi Azikiwe; F.W. de Klerk; Education in Africa; Governance in African; Corruption in Africa;



Farming in Africa; African Evolution; African Revolution; African Ethnic Wars; Ethnic Cleansing;
Boko Haram; African Elephants; African Poetry; African Fiction; African Studies; African gods;
African Religion; African Businesses; African Novels; African Tribal Conflicts; African Civil Wars;
African People; African Rituals; African Population; African Feminism; Technology in Africa;
Education in Africa; Governance in African; Corruption in Africa; African Evolution; African
Revolution; African Wildlife Monkeys zebra Gorilla

�The fact that you can look up a term like �ballad� and find out the history of ballads in English
very concisely and then get suggestions of key works to read to expand your knowledge is what
makes this book exceptional.��This book is absolutely unique because of the lucid essays
found throughout - essays which are ambitiously comprehensive, yet succinct. I�ve been
looking at handbooks of literary terms for several decades but have yet to find an equal to the
Glossary.�About the AuthorM. H. Abrams is a distinguished scholar who has written prize-
winning books on eighteenth- and nineteenth-century literature, literary criticism, and European
Romanticism. He also is General Editor for THE NORTON ANTHOLOGY OF ENGLISH
LITERATURE. In addition, M. H. Abrams has been the recipient of Guggenheim, Ford
Foundation, and Rockefeller Postwar fellowships and the Award for Literature by the American
Academy of Arts and Letters (1990).Geoffrey Galt Harpham is the director of the National
Humanities Center. The recipient of fellowships from the American Council of Learned Societies,
the National Endowment for the Humanities, and the Guggenheim Foundation, he has written
extensively in the fields of literary criticism, critical theory, and intellectual history. Among his
many books are ON THE GROTESQUE, ONE OF US: THE MASTERY OF JOSEPH CONRAD
and THE HUMANITIES AND THE DREAM OF AMERICA.
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Table of Contents1: In The Beginning Was Pride, Then Hope, Then…2: Can Someone Please
Tell Me Why?3: Could It Have Been The Curse?4: Could It Have Been Our Independence?5:
Could It Have Been Our Miseducation?6: Could It Have Been Genetic or Cultural?7: Could It
Have Been Our Religious Immersion?8: Could It Have Been the Superpowers?9: Could It Have
Been A Different Africa?10: In Conclusion: Changing GuardsAuthor’s other worksAbout the
AuthorIS THIS WHYAFRICA IS?Copyright © 2014 by Marricke Kofi GaneIS THIS WHY AFRICA
IS?By Marricke Kofi GaneAll rights reserved solely by the author. The author guarantees all
contents are original and do not infringe upon the legal rights of any other person or work. No
part of this book may be reproduced in any form without the permission of the author. For
permission requests and others, write to the Author at:author@marrickekofigane.comPublished
by MarrickeGanePublishingDistributed by Ebook LibraryIS THIS WHYAFRICA IS?By Marricke
Kofi GANEDEDICATIONThis book is dedicated to the African;To Africans not by reason of birth
or heritage, no;To those bold enough to believe our Africa can still rise;To those fearsome
enough to believe in Africa’s own possibilities;To those brave enough to demand that Africa gets
its share of the world;To those who faithfully defy the failures that plagued all our fathers’
hopes;To those angry enough to dare see it change for good, even if beyond their time;To those
unafraid enough to venture to ask the hard questions about Africa;To those willing not only to
answer, but also challenge themselves by it;To those avowed that our children must never ask
why we failed;To those conscientious enough to see it a duty to God;To those undeterred by
obstacles to our change;Not even by God, by blood, by devils.1: In The Beginning Was Pride,
Then Hope, Then…I spent a part of my childhood with my grandparents along the coast of the
Volta region of Ghana. We lived on a coconut plantation, right in between the ocean and the
lagoon. Fresh food and coconut juice I didn’t cherish back then, I soon found out growing up,
were luxuries and not what I’d wrongly viewed as basics. That’s what my modest grandparents
told me – that our life was a fairly basic lifestyle and that as long as we had God, food and a little
money, that’s all we needed. My grandfather would tell me stories about western merchant ships
that used to dock off the beach front and how they would bring supplies to the coast in exchange
for other things. Life was good by our own standards back then. That was Ghana, part of my
childhood.In Nigeria, another part of my childhood unfolded in the very early 1980s. I was
sojourning with my father firstly in Jos, then Kaduna and finally in Makurdi in Benue State. Oh,
the thrilling excitement at month ends when my dad would drive me over in his new blue VW
Beetle to Emeka’s house where we were always guaranteed pepper soup and cow foot. I can
still hear the resounding laughter of Mr Nti (the shortest of the lot), my father and perhaps six
others, ego-trading over a game of cards or draughts. He was a successful building technologist
at a time when Nigeria too was flourishing.In these memories, I recall the lengthy stories my
grandfather used to tell about the pride they had in their time, about Ghana’s independence and
the grand vision Kwame Nkrumah had to make her, and the rest of Africa, stronger in unity. My



father’s hope was that the steady but little progress Nigeria and Ghana had chalked up would
increase and that someday, Africa too would be viewed collectively as a “first-world” continent. It
was the first time I had heard the term “first-world” and each time I asked him which number
world we currently were, he would wisely answer, “The most important thing is that if we stay
focused, we would also be called that soon.” Such were the pride and hopes of my forbearers.At
the time of writing this book, my grandfather has been gone a while now and the pride of
grandeur he used to be filled with about what unity could bring to Africa has been shattered, and
certainly not from the weight of his coffin. As for my father, who is not known to give up once he
has set his mind on something, what he said to me was contrary to his nature. When I last visited
him in Ghana, he confided in me: “I have to be honest with you son, living in this country is
getting harder and harder by the day.” And so too, for many across Africa who are losing hope.As
an international development worker, I have travelled the length and breadth of Africa, and apart
from a few countries in the North and a few others dotted around the South, by and large, Africa
remains grossly underdeveloped and very much behind the times. It has kept me up on many
occasions pondering, long before I mustered the courage to write about it. More interestingly, I
have had great difficulty in determining how, if at all, I should define my own hopes and pride for
Africa. Yes, at forty, having travelled the world and seen Africa from new perspectives, me and
many others have often asked the question: why hasn’t Africa progressed much? After the
struggles for independence, it would appear as though all we got in return was the curse of a
paradox – a sarcastically painful one which took away our oppression and gave us freedom –
and with it, war, starvation, greed, corruption, non-development and eroded hopes.Standing
back today, it’s easy to see the “life” of Africa as one that never ceases to be oppressed – maybe
I am not far wrong in thinking that. Perhaps, we simply traded one refined form of oppression for
an outdated version. Physical slavery, we may have exchanged for a mental one; an oppression
with guns and ships for one with systems, know-how and our very own mediocrity; ownership
through foreign presence for that with local puppets and remote bosses; human slaves for the
enslavement of resources that could have transformed slaves to princes; deception by the voice
of masters for deception by the voice of Africa’s supposed partners and sadly, the greed of her
own leaders. Oh, how bitter a man’s own gall.In setting out on this journey, I recognized how few
have ever attempted to answer the big question of why Africa has turned out the way that it has.
Why has it failed, if indeed it has failed? But, of course, it is wise not to answer such a question
because in that question lies Africa’s past, present and future, all of which I know not fully.
Indeed it is not a weight any one man could carry. My purpose for writing this book is not to
answer the questions, but to ask the same questions in other ways, albeit more acceptably. The
purpose for writing this book is to hopefully cause some awakening in the minds of my fellow
Africans, not by pointing accusing fingers at anyone, but by challenging us all to ponder and
brood over the issues.My approach will be mostly rhetorical with the view that by so doing, it will
draw us closer to our personal convictions on how far we’ve come as Africans, and more
importantly, where we ought to be heading in our new dispensation as Africans. This book is not



sympathetic to Africa, rather, it is critical of it on many fronts and rightfully so. I do not believe that
I can wake a dying man from sleep by whispering a love song into his ears. No, I must jostle him
with a force likened to that of the fierceness of the battle between life and death.This work was
never intended as a scientifically researched opus, but rather, it is philosophically inclined and
honestly presented. It is up to the readers to accept those things which resonate deeply within
them and which cannot be ignored because they so merely wish, or to equally reject them,
knowing well they will have to contend with their conscience for a long time coming. Either way,
our paths will have crossed because of Africa. I have learned that truth ought not be truth merely
because one can see, hear, smell, taste and feel the evidence that supports it, or because as a
result of these, the mind by virtue of logic, agrees to it as truth. A greater truth is one that the
heart concedes to before the mind fathoms it. Indeed it is one which, unlike the mind that holds
it, cannot be directed, least of all, controlled.It is my hope that those who read this book, will one
way or another, be met with every truth there is in it, whether or not they have overwhelming
evidence to the contrary.2: Can Someone Please Tell Me Why?When Pan-Africanism started I
was not yet born and it might be even fairer to say, I don’t believe my parents had even remotely
considered my conception at the time. That’s how far away I was from the concept, let alone the
movement. But growing up in a country like Ghana, it can be forgiven if I claimed Pan-Africanism
was somewhat detectable in the atmosphere. The late Dr Kwame Nkrumah’s sixth of March,
1957, independence speech reiterated the meaninglessness of Ghana’s independence except it
was linked to the total liberation of Africa. This was infectious in my early years. Its potency was
enough for me to have an epiphany of the striving for African oneness. What I couldn’t catch
from him, I got from listening to Robert Nesta Marley, also of blessed memory.Typically however,
that identity with the philosophy of African oneness raised more questions in my mind than it did
answers. At first, I asked just a few, but like a self-mutating mental monster, they soon grew and
grew - most of which I could not possibly include in this book for lack of space. Throughout, my
focus was never really on finding answers so that I could figuratively go stand in the middle of
Africa and unite all her countries. No, I just wanted to know WHY almost everything was
seemingly stagnant in Africa’s development. Why the widespread mismanagement of so large a
wealth of natural resources? Why weren’t we making discoveries? Why the famine in highly
fertile soils? Why weren’t we creating solutions to our own problems? Why the widespread
corruption? Why the wars? Why the greed? Why?Having grown up since, I realise these were
not just my questions – they were questions we all as Africans ought to ask. They were questions
to inspire our minds to inquire; to make us restless in our thinking; to make us question our own
selves and the status quo. They are questions that, hopefully, will liberate us from ourselves – a
liberty that I can only hope will someday give me the answers to the “whys” that I ask of anyone
reading these thoughts of mine.I am told that civilisation may have started in ancient Egypt,
which very well could be true. After all, with all our modern scientific and technological
advancement, the methods and technology used in constructing the pyramids still remain
largely inexplicable to our modern day scholars. So, I have genuinely pondered, if civilisation



started in ancient Egypt, albeit even remotely, what happened to the rest of Africa? Why didn’t
she catch up? Can someone please tell me why?I am told that Africa was once colonised and
enslaved. I have often wondered - how is it that a few nations in the world could enslave such a
large and vast continent given that some of these colonial nations were much smaller in size
than the African countries they enslaved? Was Africa merely a trophy game in the wild, shot and
kept by these colonial hunters? Did Africans not fight enough to resist their obvious
enslavement? Surely, it couldn’t have just been the mesmerizing effects of gunpowder and
matchsticks westerners brought ashore, or could it? Can someone please tell me why?I am told
that Africa now has its freedom. Really? So how is it that the rest of the world tells her which
economic policies to use, what types of governments to have, how her peoples must relate to
each other, how she ought to manage her resources, whether she has the right to defend her
people in the manner the rest of the world does and what religious alignment is right or wrong? I
wonder; did the rest of the world embrace these approaches in their own democratic
development? Why, then, does Africa need to accept them? Why has Africa also believed over
time, that its safety does not lie within her but in the redemptive power of others? Can someone
please tell me why?I am told that the continent of Africa has one of, if not, the richest
concentrations and mix of natural and human resources, vast portions of the former which are
still untapped. If Africa chose to, could she live without needing to depend on the world? Could
the world live without the resources of Africa? Doesn’t she who bakes the bread set the price?
So how is it that the resources of Africa are not priced by Africa? How is it that in so many cases
the resources of Africa are not even owned by Africa? Why is it that with all her vast deposits of
natural resources, Africa still holds out her begging bowl, moulded in gold and begging for
quarters, dimes and pennies? Can someone please tell me why?I am told that the people of
Africa are more diseased; more starved and die more than on any other continent. So how is it,
that China and India combined, with their vast and unimaginable populations and limited natural
resources do not face the same desperate plight as Africa? Did they say “no” to something
Africa said “yes” to? Did they say “yes” to something Africa said “no” to? Can someone please
tell me why?I am told that Africa is the most corrupt continent in the world. It made me wonder!
Are there not others filthier in their corrupt natures than Africans? On what basis is it determined
that Africa is the most corrupt and by whom is it determined? Is it because the corrupt acts of
others are hidden from the glare of us all that makes them less corrupt? Could Africa say the
same – that others too are equally very corrupt? How about the corrupt acts of those who lie to
the world in the name of making it a better place for the global community? How about those
who manipulate the news the world hears in order that many may by themselves become the
endorsers and justifiers of corrupt agendas? How about the corruption of those who wrongfully
enter into other nations to steal away the lives, wealth, hopes and dreams of many in the name
of democracy and partnership? Is it because the magnitude of their corrupt acts is above the
standards that define corruption? How about the corruption of those who sit in holy
righteousness, judging the world on the rotten scales of dubiously sculptured equity? So how is



it, that voices other than Africa’s are accepted by Africa on how corrupt she is? Can someone
please tell me why?I am told that more aid is needed for Africa. In response I bowed my head in
pity and shook it in disgust. Who now gives to Africa, aid on which she may survive? What
manner of curse is this, that Africa cannot till her own soil and eat from her own ground? I have,
like you, wondered: from where did the saints who now bestow such loving graces of
humanitarian and economic aid on Africa gain their wealth? Could it be that the same wealth of
ivory, coltan, diamonds, timber, gold, copper, black blood and black sweat taken from Africa by
wanton greed in decades gone by and now, have returned under the pitiful cloaks of foreign aid
and the exploitive salutations of development partnerships? Why is it that the goose that once
laid the golden egg has itself become an egg, needing help to hatch? Can someone please tell
me why?Table of Contents1: In The Beginning Was Pride, Then Hope, Then…2: Can Someone
Please Tell Me Why?3: Could It Have Been The Curse?4: Could It Have Been Our
Independence?5: Could It Have Been Our Miseducation?6: Could It Have Been Genetic or
Cultural?7: Could It Have Been Our Religious Immersion?8: Could It Have Been the
Superpowers?9: Could It Have Been A Different Africa?10: In Conclusion: Changing
GuardsAuthor’s other worksAbout the AuthorTable of Contents 1: In The Beginning Was Pride,
Then Hope, Then… 2: Can Someone Please Tell Me Why? 3: Could It Have Been The Curse? 4:
Could It Have Been Our Independence? 5: Could It Have Been Our Miseducation? 6: Could It
Have Been Genetic or Cultural? 7: Could It Have Been Our Religious Immersion? 8: Could It
Have Been the Superpowers? 9: Could It Have Been A Different Africa? 10: In Conclusion:
Changing Guards Author’s other works About the AuthorIS THIS WHYAFRICA IS?IS THIS
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Marricke Kofi GaneIS THIS WHY AFRICA IS?By Marricke Kofi GaneAll rights reserved solely by
the author. The author guarantees all contents are original and do not infringe upon the legal
rights of any other person or work. No part of this book may be reproduced in any form without
the permission of the author. For permission requests and others, write to the Author
at:author@marrickekofigane.comPublished by MarrickeGanePublishingDistributed by Ebook
LibraryCopyright © 2014 by Marricke Kofi GaneIS THIS WHY AFRICA IS?By Marricke Kofi
GaneISBN: 978-1-909326-19-4All rights reserved solely by the author. The author guarantees
all contents are original and do not infringe upon the legal rights of any other person or work. No
part of this book may be reproduced in any form without the permission of the author. For
permission requests and others, write to the Author at:author@marrickekofigane.comPublished
by MarrickeGanePublishingDistributed by Ebook LibraryIS THIS WHYAFRICA IS?By Marricke
Kofi GANEIS THIS WHYAFRICA IS?By Marricke Kofi GANEDEDICATIONThis book is
dedicated to the African;To Africans not by reason of birth or heritage, no;To those bold enough
to believe our Africa can still rise;To those fearsome enough to believe in Africa’s own
possibilities;To those brave enough to demand that Africa gets its share of the world;To those
who faithfully defy the failures that plagued all our fathers’ hopes;To those angry enough to dare
see it change for good, even if beyond their time;To those unafraid enough to venture to ask the



hard questions about Africa;To those willing not only to answer, but also challenge themselves
by it;To those avowed that our children must never ask why we failed;To those conscientious
enough to see it a duty to God;To those undeterred by obstacles to our change;Not even by
God, by blood, by devils.DEDICATIONThis book is dedicated to the African;To Africans not by
reason of birth or heritage, no;To those bold enough to believe our Africa can still rise;To those
fearsome enough to believe in Africa’s own possibilities;To those brave enough to demand that
Africa gets its share of the world;To those who faithfully defy the failures that plagued all our
fathers’ hopes;To those angry enough to dare see it change for good, even if beyond their
time;To those unafraid enough to venture to ask the hard questions about Africa;To those willing
not only to answer, but also challenge themselves by it;To those avowed that our children must
never ask why we failed;To those conscientious enough to see it a duty to God;To those
undeterred by obstacles to our change;Not even by God, by blood, by devils.1: In The Beginning
Was Pride, Then Hope, Then…I spent a part of my childhood with my grandparents along the
coast of the Volta region of Ghana. We lived on a coconut plantation, right in between the ocean
and the lagoon. Fresh food and coconut juice I didn’t cherish back then, I soon found out
growing up, were luxuries and not what I’d wrongly viewed as basics. That’s what my modest
grandparents told me – that our life was a fairly basic lifestyle and that as long as we had God,
food and a little money, that’s all we needed. My grandfather would tell me stories about western
merchant ships that used to dock off the beach front and how they would bring supplies to the
coast in exchange for other things. Life was good by our own standards back then. That was
Ghana, part of my childhood.In Nigeria, another part of my childhood unfolded in the very early
1980s. I was sojourning with my father firstly in Jos, then Kaduna and finally in Makurdi in Benue
State. Oh, the thrilling excitement at month ends when my dad would drive me over in his new
blue VW Beetle to Emeka’s house where we were always guaranteed pepper soup and cow foot.
I can still hear the resounding laughter of Mr Nti (the shortest of the lot), my father and perhaps
six others, ego-trading over a game of cards or draughts. He was a successful building
technologist at a time when Nigeria too was flourishing.In these memories, I recall the lengthy
stories my grandfather used to tell about the pride they had in their time, about Ghana’s
independence and the grand vision Kwame Nkrumah had to make her, and the rest of Africa,
stronger in unity. My father’s hope was that the steady but little progress Nigeria and Ghana had
chalked up would increase and that someday, Africa too would be viewed collectively as a “first-
world” continent. It was the first time I had heard the term “first-world” and each time I asked him
which number world we currently were, he would wisely answer, “The most important thing is
that if we stay focused, we would also be called that soon.” Such were the pride and hopes of my
forbearers.At the time of writing this book, my grandfather has been gone a while now and the
pride of grandeur he used to be filled with about what unity could bring to Africa has been
shattered, and certainly not from the weight of his coffin. As for my father, who is not known to
give up once he has set his mind on something, what he said to me was contrary to his nature.
When I last visited him in Ghana, he confided in me: “I have to be honest with you son, living in



this country is getting harder and harder by the day.” And so too, for many across Africa who are
losing hope.As an international development worker, I have travelled the length and breadth of
Africa, and apart from a few countries in the North and a few others dotted around the South, by
and large, Africa remains grossly underdeveloped and very much behind the times. It has kept
me up on many occasions pondering, long before I mustered the courage to write about it. More
interestingly, I have had great difficulty in determining how, if at all, I should define my own hopes
and pride for Africa. Yes, at forty, having travelled the world and seen Africa from new
perspectives, me and many others have often asked the question: why hasn’t Africa progressed
much? After the struggles for independence, it would appear as though all we got in return was
the curse of a paradox – a sarcastically painful one which took away our oppression and gave us
freedom – and with it, war, starvation, greed, corruption, non-development and eroded
hopes.Standing back today, it’s easy to see the “life” of Africa as one that never ceases to be
oppressed – maybe I am not far wrong in thinking that. Perhaps, we simply traded one refined
form of oppression for an outdated version. Physical slavery, we may have exchanged for a
mental one; an oppression with guns and ships for one with systems, know-how and our very
own mediocrity; ownership through foreign presence for that with local puppets and remote
bosses; human slaves for the enslavement of resources that could have transformed slaves to
princes; deception by the voice of masters for deception by the voice of Africa’s supposed
partners and sadly, the greed of her own leaders. Oh, how bitter a man’s own gall.In setting out
on this journey, I recognized how few have ever attempted to answer the big question of why
Africa has turned out the way that it has. Why has it failed, if indeed it has failed? But, of course,
it is wise not to answer such a question because in that question lies Africa’s past, present and
future, all of which I know not fully. Indeed it is not a weight any one man could carry. My purpose
for writing this book is not to answer the questions, but to ask the same questions in other ways,
albeit more acceptably. The purpose for writing this book is to hopefully cause some awakening
in the minds of my fellow Africans, not by pointing accusing fingers at anyone, but by challenging
us all to ponder and brood over the issues.My approach will be mostly rhetorical with the view
that by so doing, it will draw us closer to our personal convictions on how far we’ve come as
Africans, and more importantly, where we ought to be heading in our new dispensation as
Africans. This book is not sympathetic to Africa, rather, it is critical of it on many fronts and
rightfully so. I do not believe that I can wake a dying man from sleep by whispering a love song
into his ears. No, I must jostle him with a force likened to that of the fierceness of the battle
between life and death.This work was never intended as a scientifically researched opus, but
rather, it is philosophically inclined and honestly presented. It is up to the readers to accept
those things which resonate deeply within them and which cannot be ignored because they so
merely wish, or to equally reject them, knowing well they will have to contend with their
conscience for a long time coming. Either way, our paths will have crossed because of Africa. I
have learned that truth ought not be truth merely because one can see, hear, smell, taste and
feel the evidence that supports it, or because as a result of these, the mind by virtue of logic,



agrees to it as truth. A greater truth is one that the heart concedes to before the mind fathoms it.
Indeed it is one which, unlike the mind that holds it, cannot be directed, least of all, controlled.It
is my hope that those who read this book, will one way or another, be met with every truth there
is in it, whether or not they have overwhelming evidence to the contrary.1: In The Beginning Was
Pride, Then Hope, Then…I spent a part of my childhood with my grandparents along the coast
of the Volta region of Ghana. We lived on a coconut plantation, right in between the ocean and
the lagoon. Fresh food and coconut juice I didn’t cherish back then, I soon found out growing up,
were luxuries and not what I’d wrongly viewed as basics. That’s what my modest grandparents
told me – that our life was a fairly basic lifestyle and that as long as we had God, food and a little
money, that’s all we needed. My grandfather would tell me stories about western merchant ships
that used to dock off the beach front and how they would bring supplies to the coast in exchange
for other things. Life was good by our own standards back then. That was Ghana, part of my
childhood.In Nigeria, another part of my childhood unfolded in the very early 1980s. I was
sojourning with my father firstly in Jos, then Kaduna and finally in Makurdi in Benue State. Oh,
the thrilling excitement at month ends when my dad would drive me over in his new blue VW
Beetle to Emeka’s house where we were always guaranteed pepper soup and cow foot. I can
still hear the resounding laughter of Mr Nti (the shortest of the lot), my father and perhaps six
others, ego-trading over a game of cards or draughts. He was a successful building technologist
at a time when Nigeria too was flourishing.In these memories, I recall the lengthy stories my
grandfather used to tell about the pride they had in their time, about Ghana’s independence and
the grand vision Kwame Nkrumah had to make her, and the rest of Africa, stronger in unity. My
father’s hope was that the steady but little progress Nigeria and Ghana had chalked up would
increase and that someday, Africa too would be viewed collectively as a “first-world” continent. It
was the first time I had heard the term “first-world” and each time I asked him which number
world we currently were, he would wisely answer, “The most important thing is that if we stay
focused, we would also be called that soon.” Such were the pride and hopes of my forbearers.At
the time of writing this book, my grandfather has been gone a while now and the pride of
grandeur he used to be filled with about what unity could bring to Africa has been shattered, and
certainly not from the weight of his coffin. As for my father, who is not known to give up once he
has set his mind on something, what he said to me was contrary to his nature. When I last visited
him in Ghana, he confided in me: “I have to be honest with you son, living in this country is
getting harder and harder by the day.” And so too, for many across Africa who are losing hope.As
an international development worker, I have travelled the length and breadth of Africa, and apart
from a few countries in the North and a few others dotted around the South, by and large, Africa
remains grossly underdeveloped and very much behind the times. It has kept me up on many
occasions pondering, long before I mustered the courage to write about it. More interestingly, I
have had great difficulty in determining how, if at all, I should define my own hopes and pride for
Africa. Yes, at forty, having travelled the world and seen Africa from new perspectives, me and
many others have often asked the question: why hasn’t Africa progressed much? After the



struggles for independence, it would appear as though all we got in return was the curse of a
paradox – a sarcastically painful one which took away our oppression and gave us freedom –
and with it, war, starvation, greed, corruption, non-development and eroded hopes.Standing
back today, it’s easy to see the “life” of Africa as one that never ceases to be oppressed – maybe
I am not far wrong in thinking that. Perhaps, we simply traded one refined form of oppression for
an outdated version. Physical slavery, we may have exchanged for a mental one; an oppression
with guns and ships for one with systems, know-how and our very own mediocrity; ownership
through foreign presence for that with local puppets and remote bosses; human slaves for the
enslavement of resources that could have transformed slaves to princes; deception by the voice
of masters for deception by the voice of Africa’s supposed partners and sadly, the greed of her
own leaders. Oh, how bitter a man’s own gall.In setting out on this journey, I recognized how few
have ever attempted to answer the big question of why Africa has turned out the way that it has.
Why has it failed, if indeed it has failed? But, of course, it is wise not to answer such a question
because in that question lies Africa’s past, present and future, all of which I know not fully.
Indeed it is not a weight any one man could carry. My purpose for writing this book is not to
answer the questions, but to ask the same questions in other ways, albeit more acceptably. The
purpose for writing this book is to hopefully cause some awakening in the minds of my fellow
Africans, not by pointing accusing fingers at anyone, but by challenging us all to ponder and
brood over the issues.My approach will be mostly rhetorical with the view that by so doing, it will
draw us closer to our personal convictions on how far we’ve come as Africans, and more
importantly, where we ought to be heading in our new dispensation as Africans. This book is not
sympathetic to Africa, rather, it is critical of it on many fronts and rightfully so. I do not believe that
I can wake a dying man from sleep by whispering a love song into his ears. No, I must jostle him
with a force likened to that of the fierceness of the battle between life and death.This work was
never intended as a scientifically researched opus, but rather, it is philosophically inclined and
honestly presented. It is up to the readers to accept those things which resonate deeply within
them and which cannot be ignored because they so merely wish, or to equally reject them,
knowing well they will have to contend with their conscience for a long time coming. Either way,
our paths will have crossed because of Africa. I have learned that truth ought not be truth merely
because one can see, hear, smell, taste and feel the evidence that supports it, or because as a
result of these, the mind by virtue of logic, agrees to it as truth. A greater truth is one that the
heart concedes to before the mind fathoms it. Indeed it is one which, unlike the mind that holds
it, cannot be directed, least of all, controlled.It is my hope that those who read this book, will one
way or another, be met with every truth there is in it, whether or not they have overwhelming
evidence to the contrary.2: Can Someone Please Tell Me Why?When Pan-Africanism started I
was not yet born and it might be even fairer to say, I don’t believe my parents had even remotely
considered my conception at the time. That’s how far away I was from the concept, let alone the
movement. But growing up in a country like Ghana, it can be forgiven if I claimed Pan-Africanism
was somewhat detectable in the atmosphere. The late Dr Kwame Nkrumah’s sixth of March,



1957, independence speech reiterated the meaninglessness of Ghana’s independence except it
was linked to the total liberation of Africa. This was infectious in my early years. Its potency was
enough for me to have an epiphany of the striving for African oneness. What I couldn’t catch
from him, I got from listening to Robert Nesta Marley, also of blessed memory.Typically however,
that identity with the philosophy of African oneness raised more questions in my mind than it did
answers. At first, I asked just a few, but like a self-mutating mental monster, they soon grew and
grew - most of which I could not possibly include in this book for lack of space. Throughout, my
focus was never really on finding answers so that I could figuratively go stand in the middle of
Africa and unite all her countries. No, I just wanted to know WHY almost everything was
seemingly stagnant in Africa’s development. Why the widespread mismanagement of so large a
wealth of natural resources? Why weren’t we making discoveries? Why the famine in highly
fertile soils? Why weren’t we creating solutions to our own problems? Why the widespread
corruption? Why the wars? Why the greed? Why?Having grown up since, I realise these were
not just my questions – they were questions we all as Africans ought to ask. They were questions
to inspire our minds to inquire; to make us restless in our thinking; to make us question our own
selves and the status quo. They are questions that, hopefully, will liberate us from ourselves – a
liberty that I can only hope will someday give me the answers to the “whys” that I ask of anyone
reading these thoughts of mine.I am told that civilisation may have started in ancient Egypt,
which very well could be true. After all, with all our modern scientific and technological
advancement, the methods and technology used in constructing the pyramids still remain
largely inexplicable to our modern day scholars. So, I have genuinely pondered, if civilisation
started in ancient Egypt, albeit even remotely, what happened to the rest of Africa? Why didn’t
she catch up? Can someone please tell me why?I am told that Africa was once colonised and
enslaved. I have often wondered - how is it that a few nations in the world could enslave such a
large and vast continent given that some of these colonial nations were much smaller in size
than the African countries they enslaved? Was Africa merely a trophy game in the wild, shot and
kept by these colonial hunters? Did Africans not fight enough to resist their obvious
enslavement? Surely, it couldn’t have just been the mesmerizing effects of gunpowder and
matchsticks westerners brought ashore, or could it? Can someone please tell me why?I am told
that Africa now has its freedom. Really? So how is it that the rest of the world tells her which
economic policies to use, what types of governments to have, how her peoples must relate to
each other, how she ought to manage her resources, whether she has the right to defend her
people in the manner the rest of the world does and what religious alignment is right or wrong? I
wonder; did the rest of the world embrace these approaches in their own democratic
development? Why, then, does Africa need to accept them? Why has Africa also believed over
time, that its safety does not lie within her but in the redemptive power of others? Can someone
please tell me why?I am told that the continent of Africa has one of, if not, the richest
concentrations and mix of natural and human resources, vast portions of the former which are
still untapped. If Africa chose to, could she live without needing to depend on the world? Could



the world live without the resources of Africa? Doesn’t she who bakes the bread set the price?
So how is it that the resources of Africa are not priced by Africa? How is it that in so many cases
the resources of Africa are not even owned by Africa? Why is it that with all her vast deposits of
natural resources, Africa still holds out her begging bowl, moulded in gold and begging for
quarters, dimes and pennies? Can someone please tell me why?I am told that the people of
Africa are more diseased; more starved and die more than on any other continent. So how is it,
that China and India combined, with their vast and unimaginable populations and limited natural
resources do not face the same desperate plight as Africa? Did they say “no” to something
Africa said “yes” to? Did they say “yes” to something Africa said “no” to? Can someone please
tell me why?I am told that Africa is the most corrupt continent in the world. It made me wonder!
Are there not others filthier in their corrupt natures than Africans? On what basis is it determined
that Africa is the most corrupt and by whom is it determined? Is it because the corrupt acts of
others are hidden from the glare of us all that makes them less corrupt? Could Africa say the
same – that others too are equally very corrupt? How about the corrupt acts of those who lie to
the world in the name of making it a better place for the global community? How about those
who manipulate the news the world hears in order that many may by themselves become the
endorsers and justifiers of corrupt agendas? How about the corruption of those who wrongfully
enter into other nations to steal away the lives, wealth, hopes and dreams of many in the name
of democracy and partnership? Is it because the magnitude of their corrupt acts is above the
standards that define corruption? How about the corruption of those who sit in holy
righteousness, judging the world on the rotten scales of dubiously sculptured equity? So how is
it, that voices other than Africa’s are accepted by Africa on how corrupt she is? Can someone
please tell me why?I am told that more aid is needed for Africa. In response I bowed my head in
pity and shook it in disgust. Who now gives to Africa, aid on which she may survive? What
manner of curse is this, that Africa cannot till her own soil and eat from her own ground? I have,
like you, wondered: from where did the saints who now bestow such loving graces of
humanitarian and economic aid on Africa gain their wealth? Could it be that the same wealth of
ivory, coltan, diamonds, timber, gold, copper, black blood and black sweat taken from Africa by
wanton greed in decades gone by and now, have returned under the pitiful cloaks of foreign aid
and the exploitive salutations of development partnerships? Why is it that the goose that once
laid the golden egg has itself become an egg, needing help to hatch? Can someone please tell
me why?2: Can Someone Please Tell Me Why?When Pan-Africanism started I was not yet born
and it might be even fairer to say, I don’t believe my parents had even remotely considered my
conception at the time. That’s how far away I was from the concept, let alone the movement. But
growing up in a country like Ghana, it can be forgiven if I claimed Pan-Africanism was somewhat
detectable in the atmosphere. The late Dr Kwame Nkrumah’s sixth of March, 1957,
independence speech reiterated the meaninglessness of Ghana’s independence except it was
linked to the total liberation of Africa. This was infectious in my early years. Its potency was
enough for me to have an epiphany of the striving for African oneness. What I couldn’t catch



from him, I got from listening to Robert Nesta Marley, also of blessed memory.Typically however,
that identity with the philosophy of African oneness raised more questions in my mind than it did
answers. At first, I asked just a few, but like a self-mutating mental monster, they soon grew and
grew - most of which I could not possibly include in this book for lack of space. Throughout, my
focus was never really on finding answers so that I could figuratively go stand in the middle of
Africa and unite all her countries. No, I just wanted to know WHY almost everything was
seemingly stagnant in Africa’s development. Why the widespread mismanagement of so large a
wealth of natural resources? Why weren’t we making discoveries? Why the famine in highly
fertile soils? Why weren’t we creating solutions to our own problems? Why the widespread
corruption? Why the wars? Why the greed? Why?Having grown up since, I realise these were
not just my questions – they were questions we all as Africans ought to ask. They were questions
to inspire our minds to inquire; to make us restless in our thinking; to make us question our own
selves and the status quo. They are questions that, hopefully, will liberate us from ourselves – a
liberty that I can only hope will someday give me the answers to the “whys” that I ask of anyone
reading these thoughts of mine.I am told that civilisation may have started in ancient Egypt,
which very well could be true. After all, with all our modern scientific and technological
advancement, the methods and technology used in constructing the pyramids still remain
largely inexplicable to our modern day scholars. So, I have genuinely pondered, if civilisation
started in ancient Egypt, albeit even remotely, what happened to the rest of Africa? Why didn’t
she catch up? Can someone please tell me why?I am told that Africa was once colonised and
enslaved. I have often wondered - how is it that a few nations in the world could enslave such a
large and vast continent given that some of these colonial nations were much smaller in size
than the African countries they enslaved? Was Africa merely a trophy game in the wild, shot and
kept by these colonial hunters? Did Africans not fight enough to resist their obvious
enslavement? Surely, it couldn’t have just been the mesmerizing effects of gunpowder and
matchsticks westerners brought ashore, or could it? Can someone please tell me why?I am told
that Africa now has its freedom. Really? So how is it that the rest of the world tells her which
economic policies to use, what types of governments to have, how her peoples must relate to
each other, how she ought to manage her resources, whether she has the right to defend her
people in the manner the rest of the world does and what religious alignment is right or wrong? I
wonder; did the rest of the world embrace these approaches in their own democratic
development? Why, then, does Africa need to accept them? Why has Africa also believed over
time, that its safety does not lie within her but in the redemptive power of others? Can someone
please tell me why?I am told that the continent of Africa has one of, if not, the richest
concentrations and mix of natural and human resources, vast portions of the former which are
still untapped. If Africa chose to, could she live without needing to depend on the world? Could
the world live without the resources of Africa? Doesn’t she who bakes the bread set the price?
So how is it that the resources of Africa are not priced by Africa? How is it that in so many cases
the resources of Africa are not even owned by Africa? Why is it that with all her vast deposits of



natural resources, Africa still holds out her begging bowl, moulded in gold and begging for
quarters, dimes and pennies? Can someone please tell me why?I am told that the people of
Africa are more diseased; more starved and die more than on any other continent. So how is it,
that China and India combined, with their vast and unimaginable populations and limited natural
resources do not face the same desperate plight as Africa? Did they say “no” to something
Africa said “yes” to? Did they say “yes” to something Africa said “no” to? Can someone please
tell me why?I am told that Africa is the most corrupt continent in the world. It made me wonder!
Are there not others filthier in their corrupt natures than Africans? On what basis is it determined
that Africa is the most corrupt and by whom is it determined? Is it because the corrupt acts of
others are hidden from the glare of us all that makes them less corrupt? Could Africa say the
same – that others too are equally very corrupt? How about the corrupt acts of those who lie to
the world in the name of making it a better place for the global community? How about those
who manipulate the news the world hears in order that many may by themselves become the
endorsers and justifiers of corrupt agendas? How about the corruption of those who wrongfully
enter into other nations to steal away the lives, wealth, hopes and dreams of many in the name
of democracy and partnership? Is it because the magnitude of their corrupt acts is above the
standards that define corruption? How about the corruption of those who sit in holy
righteousness, judging the world on the rotten scales of dubiously sculptured equity? So how is
it, that voices other than Africa’s are accepted by Africa on how corrupt she is? Can someone
please tell me why?I am told that more aid is needed for Africa. In response I bowed my head in
pity and shook it in disgust. Who now gives to Africa, aid on which she may survive? What
manner of curse is this, that Africa cannot till her own soil and eat from her own ground? I have,
like you, wondered: from where did the saints who now bestow such loving graces of
humanitarian and economic aid on Africa gain their wealth? Could it be that the same wealth of
ivory, coltan, diamonds, timber, gold, copper, black blood and black sweat taken from Africa by
wanton greed in decades gone by and now, have returned under the pitiful cloaks of foreign aid
and the exploitive salutations of development partnerships? Why is it that the goose that once
laid the golden egg has itself become an egg, needing help to hatch? Can someone please tell
me why?
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C M Anderson, “This excellent book absolutely blew me away!!! I read it in 2 hours.. I was
provided with a free copy of this book so I could give an honest review. I have been perplexed by
similar questions as the author's for a while. I am so happy and thankful for Mr. Marricke Kofi
Gane's phenomenal questioning about why Africa is not becoming a first world continent, what
happened to the African nations under colonial rule, and what possibly can be done to change
the future. I love the long, poetic like dedication that I found very profound and inspiring. Here is
one of my favorite passages: "To those angry enough to dare see it change for good, even if
beyond their time; To those unafraid enough to venture to ask the hard questions about
Africa...".Mr. Gane first tells about his childhood, and that his "grandfather used to tell about the
pride they had in their time". People hoped to become a "first-world" continent real soon. But by
the time he was older, Africa went from bad to worse. His main focus is to ask the hard questions
that may challenge other Africans to really think hard about them (the questions) in a new way,
and hopefully act on them. He also explained that he is not pointing fingers at anyone. Mr. Gane
asks the tough questions of what and/or who could have contributed to Africa's oppression, up
to and including now. I absolutely love his brilliant questions and suggestions of what might have
(or DID but he is not saying that word) caused the African people to accept their lot in life, and
not do anything to raise themselves up. Africa has the world's greatest natural resources, as well
as people who could make Africa self-sufficient.;Other reviewers are giving him a hard time for
only asking the questions. He is deliberately posing these questions as objectively as he can in
order to make people ponder, think and decide for themselves. It appears on the surface that he
is playing it a bit safe by not giving them "the answers". I truly believe that his intentions are
brilliant in that he wants people to brainstorm, find a way to liberate Africa from her oppression,
for her people to rise up and claim their future by moving forward, catching up to the rest of the
world, and becoming that proud continent that he knows can and should be. But, he needs the
help of his "fellow Africans".There is a page at the back of the book: "About the Author". This
extremely well educated, accomplished "African author, philosopher, public speaker, a
chartered accountant and educationist", who wants Africans to take control of their own
continent, actually lives in the United Kingdom. That shocked me. He wants Africans to change
their continent. Yet, he doesn't live there. My only disappointment in the book came there.
Otherwise, these questions needed to be publicly asked. So I jumped at the chance to read this
thought provoking book. I am so glad I did!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Excellent Book. Discusses many of my questions and observations that I
have had after living in Africa for several months. I wish that it elaborated a little bit more on the
role that foreign aid plays into the overall development, but everything else was extremely well
thought out. I would recommend this book to anyone since it is extremely easy to read and takes
less than two hours. I also was pleased to find that the author was African himself, which



increased his ethos, in my eyes.”

J. Rhoda, “Four Stars. I wish the author had more answers, but his questions are profound.”

Yaw Boafo, “I highly recommend this book to all who are perplexed with the .... I highly
recommend this book to all who are perplexed with the African continent and its enormous
challenges and wants to know why…. A must read for sure!!!”

argyle4087, “A Powerful Book About Africa that Asks all of the Right Questions. As an Italian
who was born in Eritrea, I was drawn to this book because of what I experienced living in Africa
during the first 17 years of my life. Perhaps I was used to it, but overall I thought that my city,
Asmara, was a beautiful and delightful place. At the end, however, things started to fall apart and
most Europeans left. I am still trying to understand what happened. The author uses a somewhat
Socratic approach by asking questions about why things have not worked out as they should in
Africa. He does acknowledge that many of the current African leaders and governments are
essentially corrupt, the reason for this possibly having its roots in the tribal culture. He also
suggests that perhaps the European colonial powers were to blame by continuing to support
corruption in order to extract Africa's wealth. There might be some truth to this, but solutions
cannot be found by being politically correct. Perhaps the colonialists were forced to withdraw too
soon, leaving incompetent locals to run things. There is much evidence of this, for example
Zimbabwe, the former Rhodesia. The country went from a prosperous and desirable place to a
nightmare of dictatorship, incompetence and greed. To make things worse, the productive white
farmers were essentially forced to leave everything behind. The local powers that acquired the
farms were not able to make them productive. In any case, their attitude still is that taking over
the assets from the whites is justification in itself, regardless of the fact that the land now lays
fallow or underutilized. South Africa so far seems to have avoided this kind of implosion, but
there are many indications that in the future things might get worse.I believe that the author has
done a superb job of asking the right questions. He was not able to provide many answers
because they are hard to come by given the current level of corruption, incompetence and
frenetic race to amass riches for the very few that managed to get to the top. The does not seem
to be a mechanism to ameliorate the situation. Consider Nigeria, a potentially prosperous
country who sells thousands of its young women by sending them into prostitution all over the
world and at the same time is suffering from a level of corruption that is so severe that its armed
forces have been gutted by profiteers.I applaud the author for at least asking the right questions.
Now the task ahead is to find a way to reform the cultures and governments of the continent to
address the needs of the African peoples and stop making excuses for not doing what is right.”

Sam K., “A true eye opener on why Africa is what it is today. An absolute must read. Many
Africans keep wondering what exactly is wrong with Africa and it's people. Is it corruption? Is it a



curse? Is it the super powers? This book takes you on a roller coaster journey to guide you to
answer these questions yourself at the end of each chapter.An absolute must read for every
concerned African.”

Gilly G, “Together we will have the right answers for Africa.. I enjoyed this book very much, I have
recommended it to my friends. It's refreshing to hear him ask the questions I have pondered for
years.It's time to commission a think tank of forward thinking people to find the answers. Great
read .”

leslie kotey nikoi, “This book has succeeded in challenging my long-held thoughts and .... This
book has succeeded in challenging my long-held thoughts and views about my home
continent.It has stoked new fires in my belly to want to charge a positive revolution across
Africa.The book has opened my eyes to commonsense realities,which i would never have
discovered.I have received re-education from and by the author.A splendid read by a 360-
degree critical analyst who punctures holes in the balloon of common and popular opinion.”

Nabs54, “Item arrived on time and in an excellent condition. I am pleased with the service of ....
Item arrived on time and in an excellent condition. I am pleased with the service of this Seller
and I will use again in the future. Many Thanks !”

Jackie Gilbert, “Five Stars. Brilliant book x”

The book by M.H. Abrams has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 28 people have provided feedback.
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